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About This Software

⚠️Warning: This program has settings that contain flashing lights and other material that may cause discomfort and/or
seizures for those with photosensitive epilepsy. User discretion is advised.⚠️

Easy Audio Visualization is made for everyone who wants to add a nice visual effect to his music.
You can add your own background picture, logo and of course your own audio file. You can adjust every element that is used to

visualize the music like the light flickering, camera shaking, scale of the logo and the visualizer itself.
Once everything is set up as wished, the music can be rendered to an HD .mp4 file.

This software is still under development, so more features will be added soon.
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very easy to use and so affordables , perfect for making music videos !. it does not even render right do not get this thank god
for refunds on steam. 2/10. It is really easy to use, simply love it already!
Keep up the good work, and please consider adding more features, more customization and also please consider a simple "flat"
UI for precise color picking! I'm looking forward!. I cannot remove the german language so I can't read it, the render is 5
seconds long, doesn't work. Not worth it. Tried to do a music vid of one of my musical compositions. Most of mine are pretty
darn long and this program just takes too much time to render anything over 4 minutes. It even is slow for any type of music
that is even in normal range of 3 to 4 minutes.
It is also very minimal in functions and settings. It's a nice little toy, but not much else.
It's best to hold off till the developers do something with the rendering algorithm so that it would be a bit faster in rendering
time; And, also, give the program a lot more functions and settings so that you could do a lot more than what it does right at this
time in developement.. you cant downlad it as a video. the resolotion is not good. It works good. It is really easy to use, simply
love it already!
Keep up the good work, and please consider adding more features, more customization and also please consider a simple "flat"
UI for precise color picking! I'm looking forward!. very easy to use and so affordables , perfect for making music videos !
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Any past issues I've had with this software has been resolved this is a great program i use it for all of my beats, easy to use and
the devs really do want to help. awesome work guys thanks for the help.. half decent, id like it better if it took mp3s and didnt
crash when i tried to visualize

(edit as of dec. 20)
well! i redownloded after a while and got to say, way better! while the dancing guy is weird i love him nonetheless. softwares
come a long way but i would like more visualization options!
8/10 cool to ♥♥♥♥ around or do some pro♥♥♥♥♥. An amazing bit of software and I would definately reccomend. However,
in the future it would be nice to see the TrapNation colour spectrum. But, nevertheless it is brilliant!. It wasn't really helpful. It
came with no instruction, i couldn't find any kind of tutorial and generally speaking I was less than impressed.

Update 1.3.1:

added MP3 input

audio file extension is now recognised automaticly of all supportet types

you can now see changes to the alpha color of images live

. Update 1.3.3:

changed file dialog to the windows file dialog

improved performance of audio, background and logo menus

fixed bug that cut off half of the logo

. Update 1.4.3:

added 2 more visualizers

added "advanced settings" to kind of visualizer

massively reduced memory usage

changed particles to not block visualizer

changed starting background color to white

you can now move the logo around and rescale it

some more bug fixes and other changes

This update has a lot of changes so if you find a bug please report it to me, thanks :). Happy New Year :D:
It's the ending of 2018, the year Easy Audio Visualization appeared on steam. We're through half a year of development and
have seen lots of new features. But it's not done yet!

In 2019 I'm trying to get this software to be full released. There's still a lot of work ahead, but with the help of this great
community it is easier for me.

I just wanted to thank you for all the support you gave me and for the feedback.
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I wish you a succesful, healthy and very happy NEW YEAR <3

~Jeremy. 1.4.4 Fixes:

fixed bug that progressbar was not removed after beeing disabled

fixed error that appeared after disabling audio

changed default background color to gray
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